Personalised fertility treatments 
powered by AI
Leeaf is the first cradle-to-cradle fertility
health platform for women that delivers truly
personalised treatment recommendations to
transform the conception journey.

Unclocking the power of data for the benefit of parenthood

B2B
Solution for physicians

B2C
Solution for patients

Physician portal
Leeaf seamlessly connects doctor and day-today decision-making processes through the
Physician Portal on the one hand and the Leeaf
mobile application on the other.

Patient App
Leeaf collects women‘s health and fertility data
to enable users to make meaningful decisions
on their fertility journey supported by big data
analysis and AI.

Our Leeaf software seamlessly connects doctor
and patient in real-time and facilitates faster
decision making.
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Physician portal
Digitalizes the patient journey
Real-time data synchronization with 

patient mobile application
Fully customizable patient records
Cloud-based solution fulfilling the 

highest security standards
Supports multi-organizational rollout 

across clinic chains
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Contribution to fertility research
Leeaf benefits fertility research on a global scale and

Adding an artificial intelligence layer to pattern

translates the benefits of cumulative data analysis to

identification and patient clustering will grow algorithm

each subsequent patient case.

maturity and will make treatment recommendations
hyper-personalised.
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Join Leeaf and start improving 
your patients’ fertility journey
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